Waterloo Perfect Ride

Ride Report – June 2021

This weeks ride started and finished at Waterloo, which made me think of the Battle of Waterloo on 18th
of June 1855, but the ride was nothing like that so the thought soon faded.
My day started the night before. The combination of my car and steep driveway means the car carrier
can’t be in place when leaving the property or I will be excavating the driveway with the carrier, not a
good out come.
My conundrum was, do I attach the carrier, load Monti (my bike) and park them on the street overnight,
hoping no one helps themselves to Monti? The debate went something like this. Its Sunday morning
and every minute sleeping-in is precious. If I load Monti tonight, I get an extra 10mins of sleep. I
finally decided to park the car on the street with the carrier in place, but I couldn’t risk losing Monti so
she stayed safely in the garage and I got up 10mins earlier.
Having got myself organised and Monti loaded we headed out at 7:30am in the morning. In theory
giving me plenty of time to get to Waterloo, in practice I was a smidgen late. By the time I stopped for
petrol (didn’t check the gauge last night) and stopped again as the GPS wanted to taken me via
Saddleworth, instead of the direct route that involved a tiny amount of gravel road I’d eaten up my
margin. Good tip Peter about the Saddleworth deviation, thanks.
Our party of 6, Peter, Alan, Clive, Kevin, Roger and myself set off just after 9am.
We headed east along Quinns Gap Road, after a warm up on the flat it was up, up to the top of Quinns
Gap.

Making it to the top of Quinns Gap.

The views of the windmills on the way were great, they always remind me of ballerinas with their
graceful arms going around in the wind. There was 1 windmill right at the top of the gap with us, they
are so big up close.
We then headed down the other side and rode onto our next challenge, Webbs Gap. The ride has 2 big
climbs early in the day, thankfully while we were nice and fresh still.

Windmills! Quinns Gap is off to the left

Off to Webbs Gap

As we started the climb up to Webbs Gap a car passed us. Peter said he has never seen a car on that
road in 30 years of cycling in this area. They were waiting for us at the top, well kind of. Turns out the
College Park scouts are hiking the Heysen Trail and will be camping at the Webbs Gap campsite
tonight. I’ve been involved with the Hope Valley scouts for 10 years so we had a quick chat and then
our group moved on.
The downhill side of Webbs gap is much rougher and steeper, I had took a few minutes to get my
confidence and then let the bike go. I love the rush you get successfully making it to the bottom
without coming off :-)
Turning onto Brady Road we had some nicely graded wide gravel road time. Unusually there was
some traffic as apparently there was a motorcycle dirt race going on. To be honest the guys did attempt
to explain it to me but I didn’t get it. My summary of the event was there will be people riding dirty
bikes on a set course around the area for up to 24hrs. We road through a couple of the check points. I
think the person that does the most laps wins, but there was also a timed section component, so it was
all a bit confusing.

Brady Road – minus the traffic

We made our way onto Diagonal Road, over Black Spring Road, veering onto Quarry Road where we
came upon Worlds End Highway. To enable us to make our way back via Niblet Gap we needed to ride
about 6 kms on the bitumen of Worlds End highway. The traffic was mostly going the other way and
we soon got back onto our prefect gravel roads.
Making our way along Gregurke Road and then Bluff Road we saw more evidence of the impending
motor cycle race and even a couple of motor bikes. Having no idea when the race was running we kept
going until it was clear we were no longer on the course.
We found a nice spot with a few trees to sit on and enjoyed our lunch.

Lunch Spot – Looking back the way we came.
We had been so focused on finding our lunch spot none of us peeked past the trees until we were
eating. Mmm post lunch ride started with a fierce up hill! Much harder on a full stomach I’m sure.

After lunch straight up hill.
Even with my e-bike I walked up the last section as I didn’t find a nice line and had to stop. Once
stopped it was to difficult to get going again. We re-grouped at the top and then meandered our way to
Niblet Gap via Exchange road and Range Road. The last kilometre or so on a track that without Peters
local knowledge I would have just ridden past. It was really nice spot to ride in.

Niblet Gap – All set to ride and walk down the first bit
Coming off Niblet Gap was steep and quite rutted from 4WD’s, I chose to walk the first bit. Then on
my bike, bum off the seat and away I went all the way down, Yay! Fun!
At the bottom, the more skilled/adventurous or heedless part of our group was talking to a person in his
4WD that was kindly waiting for us to clear the track. The story was that he and a mate were in Mums
car having some fun driving the tracks and gravel roads in the area. Looking at the average clearance
of said vehicle, we all wonder how Mums car fared on the way up or if he could reverse down hill
okay. We’ll never know.

Mums car on the way up, road looks tame here at the bottom.
From here we headed to Emuville. One of those towns in Australia that only exists on the map.
Historically the Bullock trains going from Burra – Port Adelaide would stop here and water the
animals. The old Hitching rail and spring can still be seen in the paddock by the road. It’s now used by
a local farmer and his sheep.

Emuville Watering Hole.

Closer look at the water trough
Continuing along Black Spring Road we turned off onto a non-descript track, called Emuville Road on
the map. I guess it was intended to be Emuville’s main street if the town had ever become a reality. All
that's there now is the road reserve, perfect for us to ride along.
Riding on further we came across what was once a large homestead settlement. Still standing was the
original home and several large out buildings. They are all falling into disrepair now, but it’s fun to
theorise how it was lived in once.

Homestead with single line ground return power supple, modern amenities!

Peter + Barn (maybe) with a thatched roof. You don’t see many of those in Australia
It wasn’t long before we were riding back into Waterloo with smiles on our faces. The weather had
held, the feared impassable roads due to mud hadn’t eventuated and we had all made it!
Thanks Peter for organising another Perfect Sunday ride. Thanks to Roger, Kevin, Clive, Alan and
Peter for being lovely riding companions.
Brianna – Thanks for Reading.

See you all and more, next time :-)

